Using our unique in-house software design team, based on state-of-the-art gaming development technology, combined with our in depth knowledge and experience on machines and vehicles. Tenstar Simulation provide cost efficient education simulation solutions as well as an outstanding sales and marketing tool for the construction, transportation and agricultural industries.
Hardware
System Setup

- Simulator setup with professional driving seat and controls.
- Powerful simulator server.
- 3 pcs 46” LCD display front.
- 1 pcs 46” LCD display rear.
- Professional steering wheel and pedals.
- Server license with instructor’s administration tools and monitoring log.

Exercises

- The tractor construction and maintenance
- Driving off-road
- Synchronized driving with combine harvester
- Attach tools
- Load round bale (fork)
- Ploughing
- Harrowing
- Sowing
- Hay and forage

EXISTING MACHINES FOR AGRICULTURE

Combine Harvester

Release in 2014

Wheel loader
Telescopic handler

Other machines developed by Tenstar: Truck • Lorry loader • Excavator • Dump truck • Tower crane • Grader

www.tenstarsimulation.com